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Forward-thinking companies pay a great deal of attention to employee

engagement. But should they?
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YOU AND YOUR TEAM

Engaging Employees

Over the past decades, scientific research has provided compelling evidence for the

idea that engaged employees perform better, are less likely to leave or burn out,

and more likely to display organizational citizenship. Employee engagement has

also been found to correlate positively with business level performance and other

measures of organizational effectiveness.

At the same time, the true value of engagement would come not from correlation,

but from causation: if employee engagement can be shown to predict and cause

future organizational outcomes, there would be a clear justification for enhancing

employee engagement.

So, does engagement actually cause higher performance, or are high-performing

employees just more engaged?

Surprisingly, there is not much empirical evidence to answer this question. That’s

because to demonstrate causality, engagement and performance data would have

to be gathered at different points in time, to test whether increases in engagement

levels translate into subsequent increases in performance, and whether decreases

in engagement levels translate into subsequent decreases in performance. This

approach would also let you see whether performance gains drove engagement, or

vice versa.

In one of the few robust studies to examine this issue, Ben Schneider and

colleagues mined archival engagement and performance data for several Fortune

100 companies. Their study is particularly important because it tested the degree

to which company-wide gains in engagement resulted in higher profits and stock

valuations, as well as the reverse.

Their findings highlight the complex

relationship between engagement and

performance: although engagement
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Best practices for keeping your team

focused and motivated.
gains did predict subsequent increases in

organizational financial and market

performance, the reverse was also true.

In fact, gains in financial and market

performance tended to boost certain aspects of employee engagementmore than

the other way around.

These results suggest that companies with more engaged workers may end up

performing better, but that it is just as likely that high performing companies end

up with more engaged employees, simply because they are more successful.

Indeed, when businesses do well they can provide employees with better pay and

benefits, which will result in a higher sense of security, and even an ego boost.

Although Schneider’s research focused on the organizational level – in other

words, how much employees felt engaged with their employer, rather than their

job or manager – recent studies have also examined the drivers of engagement at

the individual level of analysis.

In one of these studies, Gallup investigated whether leaders are more likely to

engage employees by building close relationships and attending to their wellbeing,

or simply focusing on their performance. Gallup’s findings suggest that the most

effective leaders don’t just motivate people by focusing on engagement; they are

also focused on enhancing employees’ performance. For example, employees are

seven times more likely to be engaged when they report that their managers are

aware of the tasks and projects that they are working on, which suggests that when

bosses make their employees accountable, their employees are more engaged.

Conversely, when employees perceive that their managers have no clue about

what they are working on, they are 15 times more likely to be disengaged than

engaged.
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Importantly, Gallup’s data also suggest that the two main approaches to engaging

employees – focusing on performance vs. focusing on relationships – are not

mutually exclusive. In fact, leaders should clearly try to balance both, and the best

leaders have the versatility to do this. This is consistent with well-established

scientific evidence.

The most comprehensive meta-analysis in this area was published by Tim Judge

and colleagues, and it reported a positive correlation between relationship-

oriented and performance-oriented leadership styles. In other words, leaders who

are able to display one style are also more able to display the other. The study also

showed that while relationship-oriented leadership may be a more direct way for

boosting engagement, performance-oriented leadership is more likely to enhance

performance, which in turn should boost engagement over the long run, too. Since

most organizations are merely interested in engagement as a vehicle for boosting

productivity and effectiveness, it makes sense for leaders to focus on those

variables directly, not least because the result will also be a boost in engagement.

In simple terms, then, if leaders can help their employees and teams perform to the

highest levels, and achieve even beyond their own expectations, engagement

becomes a happy by-product of success.

Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic is the CEO of Hogan Assessment

Systems, a Professor of Business Psychology at University College London, and a

faculty member at Columbia University.
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timlamacchio LaMacchio 11 months ago

Great perspective.

Managers play a key role in motivating employees. However they cannot directly motivate

employees. Motivation comes when managers leverage the variable that most impact employees

doing their jobs well.

To create this employee motivation managers must:

1. Focus on Business Priorities: Create a tenacious focus on contributing to the accomplishments

of the business goals of the organizations

2. Build Internal Partnerships: Build collaborative partnerships with internal customers/partners

--- so that these different teams/people are working as single united team focused on achieving

the business goals.

3. Establish Directing Expectations: Establish clear job expectations that direct daily work --- so

the employee is working collaborative with internal customer/partners so they are contributing

to the business goals.

4. Provide Meaningful Feedback: Provide usable feedback that guides the employee in achieving

these expectations --- so they know if they are on target to be successful or need to work

differently.

5.Supply Supporting Resources: Ensure the tools, material, equipment, data, subject matter

expertise, and decision makers that support the employee in working successfully are available.

By exercising these five management practices employee are able to work successfully.

VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/channels/gotomanagers
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